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Suppose that n~N and a=(a0,...,a,_~) is a sequence of length n with 
ai~ {0, 1}. For O<~k<~n-1, let 
n--k--1 
Ak = ~, a ia i -k  = ~ aiaj. 
i=0 O~i,j~n--I 
j--i--k 
We call the sequence a very odd if A k is odd for 0 ~< k ~< n-  1, We prove that there 
are very odd sequences of length n > 1 if and only if the order of 2 is odd in the 
multiplicative group of integers modulo 2n - 1. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that  n ~ N and a = (ao, ..., an 1) is a sequence of  length n with 
a ie  {0, 1}. For  O<~k<~n-  1, let 
n- -k - -1  
A~= ~ a ia i _k= 2 aiaj.  
i=0  O<.i,j<~n--1 
j - - i=k  
We call the sequence a very odd i f  Ak is odd for O<<.k<~n-1. It was 
con jectured in [2 ]  that  there are no very odd sequences of  length greater  
than 4. In  [ 1 ] this was shown to be false. Indeed a method  was given for 
const ruct ing  a very odd sequence of  length 7n-  3 f rom one of  length n. 
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A systematic search of the number S(n) of very odd sequences of length n 
gave the following table of non-zero S(n) for 1 ~< n ~< 50: 
n ] 1 4 12 16 24 25 36 37 40 45 
S(n) ] 1 2 2 8 2 4 2 16 2 16 
Two further questions were posed: 
1. Does S(n) > 0 imply n - 0, 1 (mod 4)? 
2. Does S(n) > 0 imply S(n) = 2 k for some k ~> 0? 
We give affirmative answers to both of these questions. Our main result 
is that there are very odd sequences of length n > 1 if and only if the order 
of 2 is odd in the multiplicative group of integers modulo 2n-  1. 
2. ELEMENTARY CONSIDERATIONS 
We can quickly answer the first problem: 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  there is a very odd sequence of length n then n is 
congruent o 0 or 1 modulo 4. 
Proof Suppose that a is a very odd sequence and let X= Zi  . . . .  ae and 
Y = Zi  oad ai. Then 
n 1 n - -1  
X+ Y= Z a , -  Y, a~ z (mod2),  
i=0  i=0 
which is A0 and hence odd. Therefore XY is even. On the other hand, 
xr= E E aia = E 
O<~i<~n--1 O<~j<~n 1 O<~i<j~n--1 
i even j odd  j -- i odd 
= ~ ~, aiaj= ~ Ak- - [2  ] (mod 2), 
0<k~<n- -1  O~i, j<~n--1 O<~k<~n--1 
k odd j -- i = k k odd 
so Ln/2J is even, which implies that n -  O, 1 (mod 4). | 
We can also say something about the number of non-zero ai: 
PROPOSmON 2. Suppose that a is a very odd sequence of length n. Then 
Ao (the number of non-zero ai) is congruent o -1  (rood 4) if n is even and 
congruent o 1 (mod 4) if n is odd. 
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Proof  Now A o is odd, say A 0 = 2m-  1. We have 
n=- ~ A k (rood2) 
k=0 
n--1 
=E a, aj= 
k=00<~i,j<~n--1 
j - - i=k 
=(2m-  1)m-~m 
Ao(A o + 1) 
a ia j= 2 
O<~i<~j~n I
(mod 2). 
Thus if n is even then m is even and A o = - 1 (mod 4), and if n is odd then 
m is odd and A o= 1 (rood4). | 
Finally, we observe that the construction given in [ 1] has a natural 
generalisation: 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that a and b are very odd sequences of  lengths 
m and n. Let e be the sequence obtained by taking b, replacing each bi by a 
block o f  m zeros ( / fb i=0)  or a ( i f  b i¢O),  and finally inserting a sequence 
o f  m - 1 zeros between each of  these blocks. Then e is a very odd sequence 
of  length mn + (m - 1 )(n - 1 ). 
This is easily seen, but we postpone a formal proof. 
3. POLYNOMIALS 
From now on we work in the field t: 2 of order 2 (and sometimes in finite 
extension fields of 1:2). For n ~> l, let S= be the set of sequences a of length 
n with a 0 = a,  _ 1 = 1 (so all very odd sequences of length n lie in S,,) and 
for d~> 0, let Pd be the set of polynomials f (x )  e lC2[x] of degree d with 
f (0)  ¢ 0. For any a ~ S,, we define fa by 
fa (x )  =an_ lXn- l  + "'" +a lX  +ao,  
so that a ~--~fa is a bijection from Sn onto P~_ l- 
For g(x)=cdxU+ ... +C lX+Co~Pd,  the inverse polynomial g* 
defined by 
is 
g*(x)  = xdg(x -  1) = CoXd + ... + ca_ 1 x + ca, 
and g is said to be self-inverse if g = g*. In particular (fa)* =fa* ,  where 
a*= (a,~_l ..... ao) is the reverse of a. 
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LEMMA 4. A sequence a~ S. is very odd if and only if 
2n - -  2 
f , (x)  f * (x )= 2 x( 
i=0  
Proof We have 
) f~(x) f * (x )  = a i x i ~ aj x "-a - j  
i / \ j=O 
= 2 2 a ia j  xl'-~ 2 AI l '+l -n l  xlc" 
k~O O<~i,j<~n-1 k=0 
i - - j~k+l- -n 
xP2"-2x~ if and only if Ak 1 for O~k<<.n-1 Therefore f , (x )  f * (x )  --- ~ i=o = 
which is the condition for a to be very odd. | 
LEPTA 5. There are very odd sequences of length n if and only if no 
irreducible factor of V:~-z  x i is self-inverse, in which case the number of very 
odd sequences is 2 k, where 2k is the number of irreducible factors of 
~'~2n-- 2 X i. 
i=O 
Proof First we observe that x 2"- 1 + 1 and its derivative (2n-  1 ) x 2~- 2 
are coprime, so xZn-1 + 1 has no repeated factor. But (x+ 1)xp: , -2  x i / "i=O 
~2n--2 xi has no repeated factor. x2n - 1 _~ 1 so /~ i=0 
Now suppose that f (x )  f * (x )  -~=0-  ~2, 2  x ~ and that f (x )  =f l (x )  f2(x) • • • 
fk(x), where f~ are distinct irreducible polynomials. Then f * (x )= 
f l * (x ) f * (x ) . . . f f l (x )  and we must have f i e f , *  since •2"=02xi has no 
xp2,-2 x e has no self-inverse irreducible factors. repeated factors, so ~e=o 
Finally suppose that ~2n--2 xi has no self-inverse irreducible factors, so L-,.i = 0 
its irreducible factors are f l(x),  fl*(X) .... , fk(x), f~(x)  for some k. Then 
f (x )  f * (x )= Z2"=g 2x ~ if and only if f is a product of irreducible factors of 
y2 , -2  x ~ including exactly one of f~ and f,* for each 1 <~ i ~< k. There are i=0  
therefore 2 k such f | 
For m e N let Z~ denote the ring of integers modulo m and let Um 
denote the multiplicative group of units of Z,,. 
THEOREM 6. Let G2~_ a denote the subgroup of Uz,_ 1 generated by 2. 
There are very odd sequences of length n if and only if [G2,_ 11 is odd. I f  
[G2, l h is odd then the number of very odd sequences i 2 k where 2k is the 
number of orbits of Gzn _ 1 on ~-~n- 1" 
Proof Let e--- I G-zn_ 11 and let ~ be the field of order 2 e. Then 2n-  1 
divides 2 e -  1 so x2" -1+ 1 is a factor of x2" -1+ 1 whose roots are 
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precisely ~*, the multiplicative group of non-zero elements of F. This is a 
cyclic group (e.g., [4, Thm. 7.B], [5, V, Cor. 4.10] and [6, Thin. 2.8]) and 
the set R of roots of x2n-1 + 1 is a cyclic subgroup (consisting of the ruth 
powers of elements of E, where m=(2  e -  1) / (2n-1)) ,  of order 2n-1  
generated by ~, say. The map i~--~e i is an isomorphism between the 
additive group Z2~, 1 of integers modulo 2n-  1 and the multiplicative 
group R. The set of roots of 22~o2X i is R\{1} which corresponds to 
7/*_ 1 . 
Let F denote the Frobenius automorphism F : t3 ~/~2 of E. If/~ ~ E then 
/~ is the root of a polynomial rap(x) which is irreducible over re. The roots 
of mp in F are fl, F(fl),F2(]3) .... (e.g., [6, Thm. 2.14]). Finding the 
irreducible factors of v2n-2x i  is therefore quivalent o determining the / ' i=0  
orbits of (F )  on R\{1}. But F(~ e) =~2i so this is equivalent o finding 
the orbits of G2n_ 1 on Z'n_ 1. 
Finally we note that ~ is a root of f (x )  if and only if 0~ -~ is a root of 
f*(x) .  Therefore the orbit of Gzn_ 1 containing i corresponds to a self- 
inverse polynomial if and only if the orbit contains - i  (in which case 
we call the orbit self-negative). Now if e =2f  then (2Y+ 1)(2 y -  1) =0 
(mod2n-1)  and 2 f - l~0  (mod2n-1)  so letting a=2 f -1  we have 
2fa -= - a (mod 2n - 1 ). Thus if e is even then there is a self-negative orbit. 
But if e is odd then all orbits have odd length and so none is self- 
negative. | 
4. SOME ELEMENTARY NUMBER THEORY 
Theorem 6 raises the question of determining for which m the order 
of 2 in Um is odd, and how many orbits Gm has in those cases. We can 
say a little about this. For odd m let e(m) denote the order of 2 in Um, 
SO that e(m) is odd if and only if there is a polynomial f with 
(x + 1) f (x )  f * (x )  = xm + 1. 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose that k, l are odd and e(k), e(l) are odd. Then 
e( kl) is odd. 
Proof There exist polynomials f, g with (x + 1) f (x )  f * (x )  = x k + 1 
and (x+ 1) g(x) g*(x) =xl+ 1. Let h(x)=f (x )  g(xk). Then 
(x + 1 ) h(x) h*(x) = (x + 1) f (x )  f * (x )  g(x k) g*(x ~) 
= (xk+ 1) g(x k) g*(x k)=xkl+ 1. | 
Remark. This also proves (and explains) Proposition3 since if 
k = 2m-  1, 1 = 2n-  1, f = f ,  and g = fb then h = ft.  
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PROPOSITION 8. Let m be an odd integer. Then e(m) is odd if and only 
if e(p) is odd for every prime p dividing m. 
Proof Let e=e(m) .  If p divides m then 2 e=l  (modm)~2 e -1  
(mod p) so if e is odd then so is e(p). The reverse follows from 
Proposition 7. | 
PROPOSITION 9. Let p be an odd prime number. I f  e(p) is odd then 
p -= _+ 1 (rood 8). I fp  - - 1 (mod 8) then e(p) is odd. 
Proof The squares in Up = 2* are the elements whose orders divide 
(p - 1)/2. If e(p) is odd then 2 must be a square modulo p which implies 
that p ~ _+ 1 (rood 8) [3, Theorem 95, p. 75]. If p = - 1 (mod 8) then 2 is 
a square modulo p and (p -  1)/2 is odd, so e(p) is odd. | 
We note that the orbit sizes are determined by e(d) for d l m. 
LEMMA 10. The size of the orbit of Gin on Um containing a is e(d), where 
d = m/h and h = (a, m) is the highest common factor of a and m. 
Proof We have a = bh, where b is prime to m. Now 
2ia=_a(modm),,::,m l (2 i -  l)a.c~dl 2 i -  l.¢e,e(d) [ i. | 
We can say a little more about e(m): 
PROPOSITION 11. I f  l and m are coprime odd integers then e(lm) is the 
least common multiple of e(1) and e(m). I f  p is an odd prime number and 
k >~ 1 then e(p k) divides pk-  le(p)" 
Proof Now 
lml2 e -  1 ¢*,l ] 2e -1  andmh2e- l *~,e( l ) [eande(m) le .  
For k>~l, if e le(p k- l )  then 2e=l  (modp k - l )  so 2(P-l~e+ ... +22e+ 
2e=p (modpk 1). Hence pk divides (2e--1)(2~P-l~e+ "" +22e+2e) =
2 pc- 1. Therefore (p k) divides pe(p k- 1) and so by induction e(p k) divides 
pk- le(p)" | 
Remark. We do not always get e(pk)=pk- le(p).  For example 
e(3511) = e(35112) = 1755 (c.f., [3, p. 73]). 
5. AN ALGORITHM FOR FINDING VERY ODD SEQUENCES 
The results of the previous sections allow us to determine relatively easily 
for which n very odd sequences of length n exist, and how many such 
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sequences there are, but they are not constructive. In this final section we 
describe an algorithm ([6, pp. 155, 156]) for factorising xm+ 1 (and hence 
for determining all very odd sequences of length (m + 1)/2). 
Let O1, ..., Ozk denote the orbits of Gm on 7/* and for 1 ~< i ~< 2k let R~ be 
the polynomial 
Ri (X)= 2 x j" 
j~ Oi 
PROPOSITION 12. I f  f and g are distinct irreducible factors of  xm-{ - 1 then 
there is 1<<. i <~ 2k with either f l R~ and g ~ Ri, or f ~ Ri and g [ R~. 
Proof Suppose that the irreducible factors of xm+ 1 are f0 .... , f2k, 
where fo = f and f l  = g. Let e o = 0 and e~ = 1 for 1 ~< i ~< 2k. By the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem we can find h(x) such that h(x) -  c~ (mod f/(x)) for 
each i. Therefore 
h(x) 2 -- c~ = c i - h(x) (mod f i(x)), 
for each i, so h(x)Z~h(x) (modxm+l) .  We can take degh<m,  say 
--1 h(x)=am_lx  m + ... +a lx+a o. Now h(x)2=-h(x) (modxm+ 1) if and 
only if azj=a j for all 0 <~j<<.m- 1 (indices written modulo m). Therefore 
h(x) b o 2k = + Zi=1 be Ri(x) for some bi~ go2. 
Now for each 1 ~< i ~< 2k we have 
x m + 1 [ Rg(x) 2 + R~(x) = R~(x)(Ri(x) + 1), 
so each f j  divides either Ri(x) or Ri (x )+ l .  Thus for l<<.i<<.2k and 
0 ~<j ~< 2k there are d o. such that R i -  d~j (rood fj(x)). In particular we have 
2k 2k 
O=co=-h(x)=bo + 2 biR~(x)=-bo + 2 bidio (modf0(x)) 
i= l  i=1  
2k 2k 
l=c l=-h(x)=bo + 2 b iR i (x ) -bo+ 2 bidil (m°df l (x) ) ,  
i=1  i=1 
and so there must be 1 <~i~2k with dioCdel. The result now follows, 
noting that f j  [ Ri if and only if d~ = 0. | 
Remark. This means that the irreducible factors of f (x )= ~--01 x / can 
be found in the following way: let f1,1 be the highest common factor of f 
and R~ (found by Euclid's algorithm) and let fa.2=f/fl,1. After the i th 
stage we have le factors f,-.1, ..., f~,l,. Now for each j use R~+I to split f~,j 
into two factors (one of which may be trivial). After the kth stage we will 
have completely factorised f(x).  
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